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Graph showing daily temperature fluctuations with mean (μ), standard deviation (±σ), and trend line.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Can users extract aggregate statistics from time series data?

Can different encodings improve performance at this task?
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Which month had the highest average sales?
CONDITIONS

• **Linegraphs:**
  • Regular or 1D permuted

• **Colorfields:**
  • Regular or woven
1. Colorfields outperform linegraphs.

2. Woven colorfields outperform standard colorfields.

3. Permutation doesn’t help in the linegraph case.
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PARTICIPANTS

• Recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

• Ishihara plates used to exclude color blind users

• Task time used to detect “click through” behavior
PARTICIPANTS

• 30 questions each

• 74 participants:
  • North Americans
  • 42 female
  • 32 male
  • Ages 18-62
HYPOTHESES

1. Colorfields outperform linegraphs.

2. Woven colorfields outperform standard colorfields.

3. Permutation doesn’t help in the linegraph case.
COLORFIELD

Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Woven</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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RESULTS

Accuracy vs. Difference Between Averages (d)
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Graph showing the accuracy of different visualizations as a function of the difference between averages.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Can users extract aggregate statistics from time series data?

Can different encodings improve performance at this task?
FUTURE WORK

Exploring limits of aggregation ability

Exploring different kinds of aggregate statistics

Exploring tradeoffs in weaving

Deploying more systems
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